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“Making a Difference in the Quality of Life of People Living with Brain Tumors”
PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT OUR PROGRESS AT THE BRAIN TRUST AND ACTIVITIES AT THE GERRY

&

NANCY

PENCER BRAIN TUMOR CENTRE , BRAINSCAN IS A GREAT RESOURCE FOR BRAIN TUMOR PATIENTS AND THEIR
FAMILIES , DONORS , THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY, LIKE - ORGANIZATIONS , AND VOLUNTEERS ACROSS CANADA
AND THE UNITED STATES

A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR Holly Pencer Bellman, Executive Director
Looks like spring is right around the
corner! We’re shaking up this year’s
annual Gala in support of The
Pencer Brain Tumor Centre!

Gala 2013 presenting T H E T E M P TAT I O N S Revue
featuring DENNIS EDWARDS (the original voice of smash
hits like ‘My Girl’, ‘Just my Imagination’ and ‘Papa was a Rolling
Stone’)!!!

To commemorate our 13th year, we
are celebrating Gerry’s life with a
unique and intimate event geared to
‘Raising the Bar’. May 29th, 2013 promises to be fun in a way
those who knew Gerry will truly appreciate. Save the date for

With your generosity, we know we will be successful in Raising
the Bar, enabling us to contribute our most significant infusion
of funds ever to The Pencer Brain Tumor Centre. Amazingly,
E V E RY
DOLLAR
YO U
D O N AT E
TO
‘ R A I S I N G T H E B A R ’ W I L L B E M AT C H E D !

THE GERRY & NANC Y PENCER BRAIN TRUST PRESENTS

RAISING THE BAR
A Celebration of the Life of Gerry Pencer
IN SUPPORT OF THE PENCER BRAIN TUMOR CENTRE
AT PRINCESS MARGARET CANCER CENTRE

MAY 29th, 2013

Presenting THE TEMPTATIONS REVUE
Featuring Dennis Edwards
AMAZINGLY…
EVERY DOLLAR YOU GIVE WILL BE
MATCHED BY PRINCESS MARGARET
CANCER FOUNDATION
Please help us reach our $1M goal
by making a donation online at
www.pencerbraintrust.com/raisingthebar.
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DIRECTORS MESSAGE

This year only, The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation will
match your generosity, dollar for dollar. Every dollar you give
will now provide twice as much funding for vitally important
care and research at The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor
Centre. This year, we are scaling back the party big time,
allowing us to put the maximum amount of money toward our
cause. Every little bit counts, as we try to reach our incredible
goal of $1M in net proceeds (which will become a staggering
$2M with the match!). In exchange for your generosity, we are
thrilled to announce that every ‘Raising the Bar’ donor will be listed
in our September 2013 issue of Brainscan! Please note, there will be
no individual tickets sold for ‘Raising the Bar’ and two tickets are
included with sponsorships of $1,800 and above. Tax receipts will
be issued for donations of $18 and above. To become a sponsor or
make a donation, please contact our hotline at 416 923-2999
email us at info@pencerbraintrust.com or visit us on the
web at www.pencerbraintrust.com.

Congratulations to Peter Bordignon and the entire Di Palma
family for hosting their fifth annual gala in support of The
Pencer Brain Tumor Centre at Princess Margaret Cancer
Centre! Come Alive at Five, held on November 2nd, 2012
was a rockin’ party! Co-chaired by Peter Bordignon and
Ralph di Roma, Come Alive net an incredible $102,005 this
year, bringing the grand total over 5 years to an incredible
$350,000! The event featured amazing food; performances by
an amazing ‘John Travolta’ impersonator; and ABBAMANIA
with cast members from the hit musical Mama Mia, who
performed all our fave Abba hits. The evening also featured
live and silent auctions; keepsake photos and raffle! The annual
Joe Di Palma Foundation Gala honours the memory of a man
taken away a few days before his 36th birthday. To friends, family
and associates, Joe was the embodiment of the spirit of the Gala;
fun, generous, and energetic. Joe’s death, while terribly tragic, has
brought research needs and fundraising efforts for brain tumors
into the minds and hearts of all the people who’s lives were
touched by him.

Please save the date for the next ‘Joe Di Palma Foundation’
Gala,Viva Las Vegas being held on November 1st, 2013.
We are looking forward to honouring all of our third party
event fundraisers at a Pencer Centre reception being held in
May, 2013. We are so grateful to each and every one of you for
your continued support and dedication. If you would like to
organize an event in support of The Pencer Centre, please contact
Cindy Goelman, Director of Events at (416) 946-4481 or email
cindy.goelman@pmhf.ca.
Our 2012 ‘Head for a Cure’ (HFAC) 5K run was a stunning
success, raising an impressive $122,680 for The Pencer Brain
Tumor Centre! Special thanks to our very own Patient and
Family Advisory Committee for their hard work. And, to all the
runners and contributors, your generosity is helping patients and
their families to cope with the devastating diagnosis of a brain
tumor, and funding groundbreaking research in search of a cure.
We hope you will join us for the ALL-NEW HFAC 2013, part
of The Journey to Conquer Cancer on June 23rd, 2013!!

THANKS TO ALL OF OUR SUPPORTERS AND
EVERYONE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS
ISSUE. AS ALWAYS, IF YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS
OR SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THE NEWSLETTER,
OR YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET ON OUR
MAILING LIST, OR HAVE A STORY TO SHARE,
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME BY
PHONE 416-923-2999 OR BY EMAIL AT

holly@pencerbraintrust.com

State-Of-The-Art Care • Physical Rehabilitation • Consultation • Participation in Clinical Trials
Social Worker and Psychiatrist • Resource Library • Live and Learn Program • Patient and Family
Advisory Committee • Complementary Therapies • Links to Hospital and Community Support Services
Patient Information Binder • Art Therapy • Support Group Meetings • Internet Access

PATIENT & FAMILY
SERVICES
THE GERRY & NANCY PENCER
BRAIN TUMOR CENTRE
M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T
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Translational Research • A Calm and Positive Environment for Patients and Families

TO

BE A

“CENTRE

OF

EXCELLENCE”

WHICH PROVIDES MULTIDISCIPLINARY CARE, TREATMENT, AND SUPPORT FOR BRAIN

TUMOR PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES.

TO

PROMOTE CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL BRAIN TUMOR RESEARCH.

PATIENT STORY

h

My Brain
Tumor Story
By Marc Dohrendor

December 3rd 2001 was the awful day that we had to
say goodbye to my older Sister who succumbed to her
three year fight against brain cancer. We, as an entire
family, regarded this as one of the worst days that we had
experienced. She had to leave us at the too-youngfor-this age of 32.

As time went on, we recovered and remembrance took
over from sadness and mourning. We all thought this
was our biggest challenge and that nothing else of this
magnitude could happen again. When my Sister passed
on at 32, I was 24 and still naive to the fragility of life.
Years passed and now I was approaching 32. Little did
I (and everybody else for that matter) expect what was
to happen next.
2008 is ranked as our biggest year. We sold our condo,
bought a new townhouse and shortly thereafter found
out that we were expecting a little miracle. On top of this
I had left a solid and stable job and took a chance by joining
another company. Bizarre things started to happen though
as I found myself extremely tired and was making mistakes
that I had not made before. I lost my job and started to visit
doctors to find out what was wrong with me. A couple of
By Rael Herman
months passed and I was certainly sliding downhill but all
doctors were quickly attributing my symptoms to stress
and depression due to the move, our pregnancy and the
loss of my work. It made sense, but things still got worse.
November 18, 2008 was the day of discovery as I lost my
speech and most of my sight in one eye. I went to the
hospital with my parents while my wife was still at work.
My body seemed to be shutting down so a CT scan was
done and BOOM! We discovered I had brain cancer as

well. Surprise doesn’t even describe the first feeling.
Complete wonder into how it was possible for a brother
and sister to have brain cancer dominated the first
conversations. Anyhow, surgery was booked for a week later
and I was now in the care of specialized doctors and nurses
who infused me with hope towards the upcoming surgery.
While in the hands of extremely skilled neuro surgeons and
neuro oncologists I made it through the surgery with flying
colors. Recovery went much better than everyone expected
and that was all because of the support of family, friends and
positivity from all the doctors and nurses in the hospital.
After the surgery, the best decision we ever made was to
visit the team at the Pencer Clinic in Princess Margaret
Hospital. Considering the fact that my Sister had been
going to the Pencer Clinic during her battle (1998-2001),
it only made sense for me too as well. Immediately I was
welcomed and was blown away by the upbeat enthusiasm
from the whole team. Everyone had a caring interest in
my treatment, well being and progress. In all honesty, I
probably do brag somewhat that I am in the exquisite care
of some of Canada’s top brain cancer medical professionals.
No harm in that!
Positivity, optimism and love and laughter all gave me and
my family the strength to move forward and enjoy the
arrival of my son. I began radiation shortly after his birth
and while it might not sound fitting, it was fantastic because
I got to spend invaluable time with my wife and newborn
son. As time has passed the diagnosis of brain cancer mixed
with support from friends, family and healthcare
professionals have helped me understand and appreciate
more from life. The sky is bluer, the flowers smell better
and my addiction to my son is an addiction that comes
with no consequences.
Winter 2013 B R A I N S C A N 3
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FUNDRAISING

Big news for our 2013 Head For A Cure fundraising event! It will now be organized by The Princess
Margaret Cancer Foundation. This means that your feedback from previous years has been listened
to and incorporated into this new event.

The inaugural Journey to Conquer Cancer Run or Walk
will be held on

SUNDAY, JUNE 23rd 2013.

Save the date! Please note the following important details if you or your team are participating:

•

The route returns to the area around The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre as we honour family, friends and
others who are part of the cancer journey.

•

This is a FAMILY FRIENDLY event, with 1k, 3k and 5k options, running or walking with your own team
at your own pace.

•

Strollers, walkers and wheelchairs are welcome (but will not be provided). However, for safety reasons and City
of Toronto laws; dogs, inline skates, bicycles, scooters and skateboards are not permitted on the course.

•

Children up to age 12 can participate FREE of charge.

•

The registration fees will pay for the race costs and provide participants with a T shirt and breakfast.

•

There is no fundraising minimum. However, EVERY dollar that is raised goes to support research and patient
programs at The Gerry and Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre.

•

There will be a simplified race kit pick up ON THE DAY OF THE RACE or an option for team captains to
do so on Friday, June 21 (more details to follow)

•

After the race, enjoy breakfast, and family fun back at the Orde Street School behind Princess Margaret.

Timing is NOT finalized yet. Estimated guidelines are:

7:30
8:30
9:00
9:30

Race kit pick up
Opening Ceremonies
Race begins
Breakfast and Afterparty commences

As this is the first independent Journey to Conquer Cancer Run or Walk event for Head for a Cure, we need your help with
race day VOLUNTEERS and EVENT SPONSORS. If you think you might know someone who would like to volunteer
or someone who could be an event sponsor, just click “Volunteer” or “Contact Us” on www.headforacure.ca to sign up or to
send details of potential sponsors. Whilst there, don’t forget to take advantage of the simplified sign up process and the $25
registration fee in effect until Feb 28th.
2010 was the best turnout ever for HFAC with 339 keen walkers and runners participating.

Let’s aim for 340 + in 2013!

4 B R A I N S C A N Winter 2013
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THE PRINCESS
MARGARET
CANCER
CENTRE

JOURNEY TO
CONQUER CANCER
RUN OR WALK
S AV E T H E D AT E • J U N E 2 3 r d , 2 0 1 3
Support The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre •
Discounted registration fees, kids are free •
No fundraising minimums •
1k, 3k and 5k options •
Post-race breakfast celebration •

DID YOU KNOW?

The Pencer Centre has a toll-free number!

1-87 7-282-HOPE 4673
Winter 2013
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MEDICAL DIRECTORS MESSAGE
Dr. Warren Mason,
Medical Director, The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre
Holder of The Kirchmann Family Chair in Neuro-oncology Research
In the future, it is likely that we will be using genetics to define
Glioblastoma subtypes, and prescribing unique treatments based
on these genetic characteristics, although this approach is still
many years away.

The recent 50 million dollar
donation by Emmanuelle Gattuso
and Allan Slaight to support the
development of personalized
medicine at Princess Margaret
Cancer Centre has given me cause
to reflect on how this new direction
in cancer care is changing neurooncology. Personalized
medicine refers to the use of cancer genetics to diagnose a
specific disease and deliver unique treatments to a given patient.
For instance, in neurooncology, Oligodendrogliomas, one type
of primary brain tumor, often have a distinct genetic fingerprint
called 1p/19q co-deletion. Approximantely 80% of these tumors
have this feature, and these tumors are particularly sensitive to
treatment, both radiotherapy and chemotherapy, and are usually
associated with a good prognosis. In the clinic, we are using
1p/19q status to diagnose these diseases and to guide treatment.
Another genetic fingerprint, discovered first in Glioblastoma
but in fact more common in less aggressive primary brain
tumors, is MGMT methylation status. MGMT is a protein that
repairs damage to DNA, and ,for unknown reasons, some brain
tumors shut down production of this protein. In these cases,
we also see better responses to treatment and better prognosis.
The use of MGMT in the clinic is not as clear as 1p/19q codeletion, but recent studies have reported that elderly patients
with Glioblastoma who have low levels of tumor MGMT might
reasonably choose chemotherapy with Temozolomide instead
of radiotherapy as a first-line treatment, but this area requires
further study. We are also beginning to understand that
Glioblastoma on a molecular genetic level is several diseases.

In the meantime, there is a lot of exciting research going on
that will help to add to what we already know and will lead
us toward more effective therapies for brain tumors.
The Pencer Centre is one of the leaders in this effort. The Terry
Fox Foundation has recently awarded an $8,000,000 grant to a
project that will be jointly undertaken by five teams from across
Canada. The goal of this project is to identify novel therapeutics
for phase I/II clinical trials in Glioblastoma. This is a broad
based project that involves laboratory work as well as work
with brain tumor patients. My role, as Head of the Clinical
Component of this project is to design and conduct the human
clinical trials.
In addition, this Spring I will be hosting an NCIC workshop
that will bring together colleagues from the U.S and Europe,
as well as representatives from the pharmaceutical industry and
others. This meeting will set the stage for new and ongoing
potential collaborations in the development of novel treatments
for brain tumors.
It is an exciting and rewarding time to be working in the field
of neurooncology. I am pleased to be a part of it, eager to see
what the collaborations will bring and look forward to
reporting on all of these initiatives in the future.

Train your Brain
Each Sudoku has a unique solution that can be reached logically without guessing. Enter digits from 1 to 9 into the blank spaces.
Every row must contain one of each digit. So must every column, as must every 3 x 3 square. Good luck!

Answers on page 12
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2
7

1
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5

Puzzle by websudoku.com
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1 3
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9
5

by websudoku.com
Puzzles by Puzzle
www.websudoku.com

FUNDRAISING

*

to benefit The Pencer Centre
Fundraising through events is a great way for you, your community and your friends to help us conquer brain cancer. The Gerry
& Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre is fortunate to be the beneficiary of a number of fundraising events each year. These events
are conceived, organized and carried out by an army of people who have a special place in their hearts for The Pencer Centre.
We are so grateful for their hard work, dedication and generosity. Here is a list of Upcoming and Past Events.

BE SURE TO MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THESE UPCOMING EVENTS
March 29, 2013

THE GREY EVENT, Fundraiser in honour of Walter Bazzano
9:00 PM Club V, 88 Yorkville Avenue, Toronto

March 30, 2013

TODD WONACOTT MEMORIAL CURLING TOURNAMENT

April 21, 2013

B-STRONG WALK, In memory of Lindsay Bolger
All Day, Markham Museum, Markham Rd & 16th Avenue, Markham

May 29, 2013

RAISING THE BAR, Pencer Brain Trust Gala in Memory of Gerry Pencer
7:00 PM

June 2, 2013

RIDE FOR ED BIKE-A-THON In Memory of Ed Poty
All Day, Team Ed Toronto and Team Ed Halifax

June 21, 2013

June 23, 2013

RACH 3-PITCH BASEBALL TOURNAMENT, 10th Annual Tournament in honour of Rachel Higgins
All Day, Kinsmen Park, Parry Sound
HEAD FOR A CURE WALK, PFAC's 1km, 3km or 5km walk
All Day Princess Margaret Hospital neighbourhood

THE GERRY & NANCY PENCER BRAIN TRUST GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES
THESE PAST FUNDRAISING EVENTS HELD TO BENEFIT THE PENCER CENTRE
October 14, 2012

Head for a Cure, PFAC's 10th Annual 5km Walk

October 19, 2012

Sexy Fireman Night aka Diva Night at St. Dunstans's

November 2, 2012

FIVE, Joe Di Palma Foundation's 5th Annual Gala

THE BRAIN TRUST IS GOING

green!

to receive the latest updates, read our newsletter and donate on line visit

www.pencerbraintrust.com and register today!
Winter
Fall 2013
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ASK THE EXPERT

Ask The Expert
Kim Garland, O.T.
Pencer Centre Rehabilitation Consultant
QUESTION
Since being diagnosed with a brain tumor I have noticed my energy levels have
decreased. I am finding it more difficult to manage my daily activities. What can
I do to cope?
ANSWER

First, know that you are not alone. Fatigue is a common complaint. Energy conservation strategies
can assist you in managing your energy wisely. Energy conservation is the purposeful and planned
management of one’s personal energy resources to prevent their depletion.
TRY CONSIDERING THE 4 P’S TO HELP FIGHT FATIGUE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PLAN – Plan your tasks. Make a list of activities you need to do and plan ahead. Plan to do the hardest tasks when
you have the most energy. Be sure to plan rest breaks.
PRIORITIZE – Set priorities. Do the important tasks first. Leave tasks for others to complete. Learn to say ‘no’.
PACE – Pace yourself. Do work over several days if necessary. Divide big tasks into manageable small steps.
Take lots of breaks.
POSITIONING – Make the task easier. Sit whenever possible, it takes about half the energy to sit rather than stand.
Avoid lifting if possible. Store items used most often between shoulder and waist level. Avoid big arm motions.

HERE ARE SOME TASK SPECIFIC ENERGY SAVING TIPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sit by the sink when shaving, brushing your teeth, or blow drying your hair.
Use an electric toothbrush.
Sit down to dress.
Use a bath seat in the tub or shower stall.
Sit to fold or iron clothes.
Store cleaning supplies on each level of your home.
Sit while preparing meals.
Freeze large meals for later use.
Air dry dishes.
Organize grocery list by aisle.

Utilizing these energy saving methods not only can help reduce fatigue, but can prevent injury, and decrease pain. They will help
to make managing your daily activities easier.

VISIT www.pencerbraintrust.com
and DONATE ONLINE
FOR RAISING THE BAR
8
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Stephanie Baker
Clinical Trials Coordinator, The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre

The role of a clinical trials
coordinator requires the individual
to have a caring and compassionate
nature, coupled with the capacity for
meticulous attention to detail. This
combination of traits enables good
science to move steadily forward and ensures that patients
enrolled in clinical trials receive attentive, patient centred care.
Meet Stephanie Baker. Stephanie accepted the position of
clinical trials coordinator in The Pencer Centre in August
2012 to step in for Leslie Williams during her maternity leave.
Many patients of The Centre may remember Stephanie as she
completed a clinical placement with us in the Spring of 2012
leading up to her graduation, with honours, from the University
of Toronto Bachelor of Science in Nursing program.
During her clinical placement at The Pencer Centre, Stephanie
impressed the staff here with her quiet, thoughtful approach to
interacting with patients, along with her calm attitude and her
keen interest in learning all she could about the world of neurooncology. She was clearly a natural fit with The Pencer
Centre.

Prior to completing her nursing degree in 2012, Stephanie
also holds degrees in both psychology and gerontology from
McMaster University. Her background in these areas provides
a solid foundation for her work in neurooncology and at The
Pencer Centre.
When asked about the greatest challenge of her work and the
greatest reward, Stephanie relates that the two are very intertwined. “The greatest challenge is to observe how patients and
families can be affected by this disease, physically, emotionally
and cognitively. But I love the job because it offers an opportunity to advance research, while also helping patients.” “I have
also been pleased to find such a collaborative work environment
here. There hasn’t been a time when a patient has requested
something and I haven’t been able to find the support they
need or alternatively discuss the issue with a colleague to find
a solution to the patient’s problem or concern”.
The Pencer Centre is pleased that Stephanie has chosen to
begin her nursing career here, as she has quickly become a
valued member of the team.

“NOTHING IS
IMPOSSIBLE.
The word itself
says I’m Possible!”
Audrey Hepburn

Winter 2013
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LIFELINE

Top Ten Websites
The internet can be both a blessing and a curse. It can provide a wealth of information, but it
can often be difficult to separate the good and accurate from the embellished and inaccurate.
The websites listed below contain good information on a variety of topics that may be of
interest to those people affected by a brain tumor. Take some time to check them out.

The Pencer Brain Trust: www.pencerbraintrust.com
The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Trust is a not-for-profit organization with a mandate to make a difference in the quality of
life of people living with brain tumors. This interactive site will keep you updated on what is happening at The Pencer Brain
Trust, including information about upcoming events in support of The Gerry & Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre.
Brain Tumor Foundation of Canada: www.braintumor.ca
The Brain Tumor Foundation of Canada is made up of dedicated volunteers, patients, survivors, family members, health care
professionals and staff, determined to make the journey with a brain tumor one full of hope and support. This website provides
a comprehensive overview of the support services they offer, along with the other resources they provide.
Canadian Alliance of Brain Tumor Organizations: www.cabto.braintumor.ca
The Canadian Alliance of Brain Tumor Organizations (CABTO) is an alliance of organizations, dedicated to enhancing the
quality of life of brain tumor patients and families. The objectives of the members are to advocate, both politically and publicly,
for better patient care and increased government funding for brain tumor research, and increased public awareness about brain
tumor disease and to accomplish objectives collectively that our organizations would not be able to accomplish on an individual
basis. Visit this website to see the moving virtual tour of the “Traveling Hat Display”, a fascinating collection of dozens of hats
that tell the story of many patients.
The International Brain Tumor Alliance: www.theibta.org
The International Brain Tumor Alliance seeks to be an alliance of the support, advocacy and information groups for brain tumor
patients and carers in different countries and also includes researchers, scientists, clinicians and allied health professionals who
work in the area of brain tumors. Their regularly published e-newsletter also provides a wealth of information.
Neurological Health Charities of Canada: www.mybrainmatters.ca
Neurological Health Charities Canada (NHCC) is a collective of organizations that represent people with chronic, often
progressive, neurological and/or neuromuscular diseases, disorders, conditions and injuries (brain conditions) in Canada. The
NHCC'srole is to provide leadership, evaluating and advancing new opportunities for collaboration specific to advocacy,
education and research projects, related to brain health.
American Brain Tumor Association: www.abta.org
For nearly 40 years, the Chicago-based ABTA has been providing comprehensive resources that support the complex needs of
brain tumor patients and caregivers, as well as the critical funding of research in the pursuit of breakthroughs in brain tumor
diagnosis, treatment and care.
National Cancer Institute: www.cancer.gov
The distinguished network of NCI cancer centers includes 67 U.S. institutions that meet the highest standards of scientific
research aimed at improving the lives of all those touched by cancer. The brain tumor section of this website is very
comprehensive.

bring on the night!
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Central Brain Tumor Registry of the United States: www.cbtrus.org
The Central Brain Tumor Registry of the United States (CBTRUS) is a not-for-profit corporation established to provide a
resource for descriptive statistical data on all primary brain tumors irrespective of behavior. This website provides the most
complete statistical data on incidence of brain tumors.
National Brain Tumor Society: www.braintumor.org
National Brain Tumor Society is fiercely committed to finding better treatments, and ultimately a cure, for people living
with a brain tumor today and anyone who will be diagnosed tomorrow. This means effecting change in the system at all
levels. This comprehensive website contains a wealth of information including an interactive tour of the brain.
Canadian Cancer Society: www.cancer.ca
The Canadian Cancer Society is a national community-based organization of volunteers whose mission is the eradication
of cancer and the enhancement of the quality of life of people living with cancer. This site provides valuable information
on brain tumors, including information on signs and symptoms, diagnosis and treatment.

Cereal/Oat Muffins
Recipe adapted by Nicole Racine.
INGREDIENTS

P R E PA R AT I O N

Notes:
• Should make about 15 regular sized muffins
• Each muffin has about 170 Calories and 5.5g of Fat.

Method (Super Simple):
• Preheat oven to 330F (seems low, but makes a nice,
moist muffin).
• Toss everything in a bowl and mix.
• Portion into lined muffin tins.
• Bake for approximately 20-25 minutes (toothpick
or knife should come out clean).
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Please note that many of the programs offered at the Pencer Centre are on a drop-in basis, allowing people
the flexibility to attend when they are able to. On rare occasions, programs may be cancelled on short
notice.Therefore, it is always wise to call ahead, to confirm that the program is running on the day you are
planning to attend. Please feel free to call Maureen Daniels at 416-946-2240.
The Gerry & Nancy Pencer
Brain Trust is a not-for-profit
organization that was developed
by the late Gerry Pencer to make a
difference in the quality of life of
people who live with brain
tumors. This private family foundation is the catalyst in the establishment of The Gerry & Nancy
Pencer Brain Tumor Centre at
Princess Margaret Hospital,
Toronto. The Centre is dedicated
to providing multidisciplinary care,
treatment, and support for brain
tumor patients and their families.
Additionally, the Brain Trust, in
collaboration with The Brain
Tumor Centre will seek to facilitate and fund the best local,
national, and international brain
tumor research in the hopes of
finding a cure for brain cancer.

The Board of Advisors of
The Gerry & Nancy Pencer
Brain Trust include:
• Dr. Lawrence S.
Bloomberg, Director &

Advisor, National Bank of
Canada

• Richard Cole, President,
R.J. Cole Financial
Consulting Limited

• David Cynamon,
CEO, K2Pure Solutions

• Dianne Lister, LL.B., CFRE,

ROM Governors President
and Executive Director

• Dr. Christopher Paige,
PH.D., Vice President
Research, The University
Health Network

• Holly Pencer Bellman,

Executive Director,
The Gerry & Nancy Pencer
Brain Trust

Support Groups for Brain Tumor Patients and Families.
Our support groups run the second Tuesday of each month
from 7:00 – 8:30 pm. These groups are facilitated by several
Pencer Centre staff members. Patients meet as one group
while caregivers meet separately in another room. This is a
drop-in program and no prior registration is required. Simply
come to The Centre on the evening the group meets. The
groups provide a wonderful way to gain support by
connecting with others who are going through a similar
experience. For further information contact Maureen Daniels
at 416-946-2240
Head for a Cure 2013 5K Walk. This year’s Head for a Cure
walk in support of the The Pencer Centre will take place on
Sunday, June 23, 2013. Registration is now open at
www.headforacure.ca. Additional information about the event
is also available on the website.
Patient Information Binder. Our Patient Information Binder
is as popular as ever. Included in each binder is a copy of
“Brainspirations,” a treasury of inspiring stories, poems, and
recipes published by our own Patient & Family Advisory
Committee (PFAC). If you are a patient of The Pencer Centre
and have not received a copy of our Patient Information
Binder please contact Maureen Daniels at 416- 946-2240.
This binder is an excellent organizational tool for keeping
track of appointments and all the other information you need
during your ongoing treatment. It also contains a wealth of
information on brain tumors, treatment, available support
services, and much, much more. With thanks to Merk
Canada, the binder also contains a DVD copy of our
educational video “Radiation Therapy and You”. Thanks also
to The Brain Tumor Foundation of Canada for providing copies
of their invaluable Patient Resource Handbook.

• Nancy Pencer, President,

The Gerry & Nancy Pencer
Brain Trust

• Dr. Daniel Silver,
M.D., FRCP (C)

Consultant
to the Department
of Psychiatry,
Mount Sinai Hospital

CD Rom: Our highly acclaimed CD-rom, “Understanding
Brain Tumors” contains over 20 hours of information on brain
tumors, available treatments, supportive care services and
even real life patient experiences. This CD is accessible via
the computer in the Resource Library of the Pencer Centre.
In addition, copies are also available to borrow through the

main Patient & Family Library at Princess Margaret Hospital.
The staff at The Centre or one of our resource volunteers
would be happy to help you learn how to use this wonderful
tool. If you would like to book a time to come in please call
Maureen, at 416-946-2240 or drop by the Resource Centre.
Radiation Therapy and You Video: If you are about to
undergo radiation therapy, or have already done so and
would like additional information about the treatment, our
educational video “Radiation Therapy and You” is a must see.
This 20 minute video contains information about how the
treatment is planned, what types of side-effects are typical
and who to contact should you have questions or concerns.
To obtain a copy contact Maureen at 416-946-2240. As
noted above, a copy of this educational video (on DVD) is now
included in each Patient Information Binder.
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• Larry Tanenbaum,

For more information
about The Brain Trust
contact Linda McKie at
416-923-2999.
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